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For companies with many business divisions, it can be challenging to control costs across a 

fragmented base of spend and vendors. One such example is a global outdoor motor sports 

company located in Minnesota. The firm had inherited, through various mergers and acquisitions, a 

network of design and advertising agencies. However, it had never streamlined or centralized its 

purchasing or bidding processes, so each division ordered its own materials from its favorite 

vendors. 

A second issue for this company, was that it managed its pre-production proofing process via email 

and postal delivery, slowing down production, and increasing the incidence of human error and 

miscommunication.

Projects lagged and prices soared. The firm was soon spending more than $20 million in printing 

every year. It was time to rethink how it was managing its print fulfillment processes. 

The Business Scenario
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The Challenge

The firm called upon ColorArt to review the situation, and especially its pre-production methods. The team 

immediately spotted two issues with the current system: huge inconsistencies in vendor prices, and a highly 

ineffective proofing process. 

The Solution

The Future

The firm is considering adding K-DAM, Kadena’s digital asset manager, to store its logos and images. With 

K-DAM, the company’s vendors will manage its assets in a central repository—thereby saving time, and 
virtually eliminating the chance that an outdated image might make its way to print.

Thanks to the ColorArt team, the company now has a nicely integrated system that contains costs, manages 

its suppliers, streamlines its proofing—and it goes by the name of Kadena.

The team recommended a solution around Kadena—ColorArt’s print supply chain platform, and 

specifically three of Kadena’s expert modules:

• K-Source — Kadena’s sourcing application, to manage outsourced bidding

• K-Center — Kadena’s robust B2B portal, central order through a virtual storefront; and

• K-Proof — Kadena’s virtual proofing module, to streamline the proofing process.

The new applications were up and running in no time. Working with K-Source, the firm now bids out jobs and 

awards them to the right vendor at the right price—with complete transparency. Plus, K-Source generates 

quarterly business reports showing how (and where) the firm’s money is being spent. In roughly half a year, 

the company produced 480 jobs and cut costs by 16.5%—saving it almost $700,000.

K-Proof has streamlined the firm’s pre-production process. Via this innovative, web-based application, the

firm’s managers, vendors, even its lawyers, inspect digital proofs online—marking them up, discussing details,

writing out special instructions, and finally labeling them as “ready to print.”

K-Center acts as a central storefront, enabling employees across divisions to order corporate identity

materials—from envelopes to letterhead to business cards. Kadena takes it from there, automatically routing

the order to the appropriate production facility, which greatly reduces the order-to-delivery timeframe.

If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact ColorArt at 
Sales@ColorArt.com, or check out Kadena™ at: www.ColorArt.com
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